Vascular anatomy in children with univentricular hearts regarding transcatheter bidirectional Glenn anastomosis.
Transcatheter stent-secured Glenn anastomosis, aiming to reduce the invasiveness of palliation in patients with univentricular heart defects, has been reported in large experimental animals. The advent of biodegradable stents and tissue-engineered vascular grafts will make this procedure a reality in human patients. However, the relationship between the superior vena cava (SVC) and the right pulmonary artery (RPA) is different in humans. To characterise vascular anatomy in children with univentricular hearts, regarding technical aspects and device design for this procedure. Retrospective analysis of 35 thoracic computed tomography angiograms at a mean age of 18.1±22.4 months. Two types of arrangement between the SVC and the RPA were identified: anatomy convenient for immediate wire passage and stent deployment between the two vessels (60%); and pattern of early RPA branching, requiring the perforation wire to traverse the intervascular space to avoid entrance into the upper RPA branch (40%). In patients with the convenient vascular arrangement, the vessels were nearly perpendicular, having immediate contact, with the posterior SVC aspect partially "wrapping" the adjacent RPA in most patients. In patients with early RPA branching, the mean shortest SVC-to-central RPA distance was 4.3±2.7mm. For the total population, the mean length of proximal SVC that allowed stent deployment without covering the brachiocephalic vein was 15.6±5.1mm. A trumpet-shaped covered stent in a craniocaudal orientation reaching from the SVC into the prebranching RPA seems most suitable for achieving bidirectional Glenn anastomosis percutaneously in humans. However, the short length of the proximal SVC and the presence of early RPA branching pose challenges for optimal design of the dedicated device.